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University of Diyala
College of Engineering
Mechmical Department

Final - Year Examination
Second Attempt 20ll -2012

Class: Third
Time:2 hour

Subject :internal comtlustion engine
Date:

Note :- Answer all questions , 20 mark each question .

Ql/ A/ How do we classify the internal combustion engines ?

B/ Define the following ?

1) Bottom dead center , 2) Cylinder Volume , 3) Displacement Volume

4) Compression Ratio , 5) Clearance Volume .

Q2l Four stroke , Ignition engine produced ( 48 ) bhp , in mechanical efficiency 80 7o '
consumption fuel ( 0.3 ) Kg per one horse brake power / hour '
The air - fuel ratio ( f 4:1 ), the fuel heating value ( 42000 ) KJ / Kg, Calculate

1) Indicated horse power , 2) Friction horse power , 3) Brake thermal efficiency

, 4) Indicated thermal efficiency , 5) Consumption Fuel and air per hour.

Q3/ Diesel engine produce ( 5 ) brake horse power ' 
indicated thermal efficiency 307o

and mechanical efficiency 75%o Calculate :-

1) Fuel Consumption in Litters / hour and Kg / hour '
2) Indicated specificFuelConsumption (I. s. F. c) and

3i nrake rp""ifi. Fuel Consumption ( b. s. f . c ) if the heating value of the Fuel (

42000 ) KJ / Kg and density of the Fuel ( 0.87 ) Kg / Litter '

Q4/ In an ideal otto cycle the air at beginning of isentropic compression is at

f f fg I cm2 ) and ( 15 oC ) . The ratio of Compression is ( 8 ) . if the heat added during

the constant volume process is ( 250 k cal / Kg ) , determine :-

1) The maximum temperature in the cycle .

2) The air standard efficiencY .

3) The work done per Kg of air .

4) The heat rejected , Take Cv: 0.17 
' 
Y: 1.4 '

Q5/ A duel combustion cycle has an adiabatic compression volume ratio of

I fS, t ) the conditions at the commencement of compression are ( 1 Kg / cm' )'
l ZSO ""; and ( 0.1m" ) . The maximum pressure of the cycle is ( 66 Kg / cm') and the

maximum temperature of the cycle is ( 1500 oc ), if cv = 0.17 and Y= 1.4, Calculate

the pressure in fg I cm2 , Volume in m" and temperature in oC at the corners of the

cycle and the thermal efficiency ofthe cycle.

GOOD LUCK





. Last - yaer Examination z0tl - 2012
Second Attempt

University of Diyala Subject : Electrical
College of Engineering Class : Third Year
Mechanical Department Time :3 Hours

Note :- Answer about five questions , 20 mark for each question .

Q1/ What are the D.C generator types ? Explain and draw these types .

Q2/ The following information is given for a 300 K.W , 500V long - shunt
compound generator : shunt field resistance = 75O . Armature resistance
including brush resistance = 0.03 O , commutating field winding resistance =
0.0110, series field resistance = 0.0120, diverter resistance = 0.036Q, when
the machine is delivering full load .

Calculate the voltage and power generapdby the armature.

Q3/ A single phase transformf*S n.u" 400 primary and 1000 secondary
turns , the net cross sectional area of the core is 50 cm2 , if the primary
winding be connected to a 50Hz supply at 520V,calculate :

1- The peak of flux density in the core .

2- The voltage induced in the secondary winding .

Q4/ What are the advantages and disadvantages for the induction motors ?

Q5/ A 250V shunt mglpr.quns at 1000 r.p.m at no load and takes 8A, the total
armature ana snundrbHlf"n." are respectively O.2Q and 2500 . Calculate the
speed when loaded and taking 50A, assume the flux to be constant .

Q5/ Each coil of a double - layer wound 20 - pole 180 slot, 3 - O, Y

connected synchronous generator has 12 turns , the rotor driven at a speed of
300 r.p.m , the r.m.s value of generated voltage per phase 1300V, each phase
winding is connected in two - parallel path , determine :-

1- Frequency of induced e.m.f
2- The flux per pole, per phase

GOOD LUCK
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Note:-Answer Five questions only

(.

\

Head of Dep.:

Name: Zaid S. Hammoudi

(

Lecturer:......H...,

Name: Ali Z. Asker

Q1

A: Sketch the conical section x' - y" -2x + 4y - 4 and, identifi its characteristic points.
!,r, I r\,

B: Evaluate the integral : J ln W x ldx
1

2oo/o

Q2

x3
A: Calculate the surface area generated by revolving the curve .I =; about x-axis from

x:0 to x=2.
E
I r/ \ 4/ \

B: Evaluate: J 
cot'(x)'csc'(xr'dx

0

20Yo

Q3

xt+2x2-xt=4
2x, +3xr - xz = 2

-xt+x2+3-rr:-1

Solve the following system of linear equation using Gauss
elimination method.

20o/o

Q4

A: Find the roots of : t43 + i4 and represent the roots on Argand diagram.

/ \ . .|r _l Istn 
.-r

B:Find /'for Y - (cos-' x/
20o/o

Q5

A: If v:i+j +2k,u=- i-k,find( v.u), (v x u ) , the angle between v and u and the

vector projection of u on to v.

B: Find /' for : y - csc h1{20 ).

2lo/o

Q6

A: cive the value of : Ii"r f J- - -f-)r+r\ ln x x _ | )

B: What is the inverse function of : ! = f.(t * J"' * f )

2io/o

Good Luck
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Leclurer: Dr, Eng. Must.fr Ahmed Rijab / Assistrnt Professor.

.2012-2011 s."l.JJl pldi -sjljil $tll-t!- l+,iil oLl5i.yl ilj.l

Q4-B) A material is reeded for a tube to carry fuel from the tank to the carburetor of a motor mower. The
design requires that the tube crn b€nd and that the fuel be visible. List what you rvould think to be the design-
iimiting properties? (5 marks)

Q4-C) List three applications that, in your judgm€nt, nc€ds optical quality glass? (5 marks)

Q4-D) the Ag-cu equilibrium phas€ diagram may show' in the following figure. show the following:

Republic of Iraq
Ministry pf Higher Education and

Scientific research

Aniversity of DUalya

l-From any type this phase diagram?

2-Sign and define th€ lines & zones in this phase diagram?

3-What are the melting points of (Ag) & (Cu)?

4-Draw the cooling curve of40yo Cu - 60%A9 Alloy?

5- Draw the coofingcurye of 71.9"/o Cu - 28.lyoAg Alloy?

College of Engineering
Department of Mec hanical Engineering

Subject: Metallurgicol Engineering
Classes: First

(5 marks)
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Examiner: Dr. Eng. Mustafa A.R /Assistant professor.(Good luck)



Republic of lraq
Ministry of Higher Education and

ScientiJic research
University of Diyalya

Ql-e) How Classification of Matt€r Condition?

Ql-f) What th€ Arrangement of lattice points in the unit cell?

Ql-g) What the typ€s ofJoining ofComposit€s? (2.5 marks)

Q2-A) What the Applications of Nanotechnology?

Q2-B) How th€ Nature of Materials?

Q2-C) What is Nanotechnology? (5 marks)

College of Engineering
Depafiment of Mechanical Engi eering

S ubj ect: Metallurgical Engineering
Classes: First

Lecturef: Dr. E[g. Mustsfa Ahmed Rijab / Assistant professor.

.2012-2011 g"lJJf fr'll -sjgll JJJ| -ii. +ilt ouLri.yt iJ.i-l ,

Answ.ers All the Questionsfor First classesfur year 201I-2012

Ql-a) What the Uses of Ceramics? (2.5 marks)

Ql-b) I{ow thcr€ arc possib:litics, }Vhen m€tat ar€ mixed to form alloys.j (2.5 marks)

Ql-c) What tbe two basic types ofdistocations? (2.5 marks)

Ql-d) What the types of Defects? (2.5 marks)

(2.5 marks)

(5 marks)

(5 marks)

(5 marks)

Q2-D) How is a composite material? (5 marks)

Q3-A) celculation th€ \'o!'.:me cf sn FCC and BCC i:nii cct! iii ict.ms or iiie atorrric r,adi;rs? (5 lu&r ksi

Q3-B) calculation the Number of atoms for sc structure, Bcc structure, Fcc structur€, and HCp strucrure
unit cell? (5 marks)

Q3-c) classify Engineering Materials as broad families vou shown that by illustration frgure and give exampleoferch mater;:rl faniily? (4 marks,

Q3-D) Show and draw th€ material tree, Processes tree and give examples of the families and classes ofmanufacturing processes? (6 marks,

Q4-A) Describe the grain saructure of a metallic ingot
stationary sand mold? And list th€ factors may be depend
insot?

that was produced by slow- cooting. Th€ metal in a
on its solidification process and grain structure of any

(5 marks)
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Class: I't stage
Subject: programming
Year: 2011-2012
Time: 3 hour

Note:-Answer five questions only

1::13
Lecturer: l4t

{-
Mohammed Ismael

Head of @.:
Zaid S.Hammoudi

Q1

l,' Write a program to calculate the value of xr,yL given by :

xr=xcosO*ysin9
lr=-xsingtycose
B.' Write a program to find the summation of the main diagonal elements of
E9 r4lrix M(3,3).

20o/o

\.lz

Write a program to print the following data to a file "result.txt"
metal

aluminum
Lead
steel

copper

densitv
2707
t1373
7833
8954

20To

Q3

Write a program to calculate the value of (Z), pint (Z)when it is larger than
or equal to (1000).
Z=23+43+63+...... 20o/o

Q4
Write a program to compute the larger between three numbers ( X ,y , Z). 20o/o

uc

A: Wite a subprogram and use it in a main program to calculate the value of
7 given by :

4-
V = 1nR1

B.' Write a program to calculate the values of (F) given by :

F -7.8C I32, C =50,60,70,......,100 .

20%

Q6

A: Write a program to find the magnitude of a matrix multiplication A(2,3)
by B(3,a) .

.8.' Answer the following :

I -Explain how we can create a new folder in the ( F:).
2-What is the procedures to form a notepad file.
3-Explain how we can copy a file from (D:) to desktop.
4-Explain how we can create a short cut ofa program on the desktop.

20o/o

Good Luck
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CoUege ofEngineering Second attempt/ 20ll-2012 Class: First class
Mechanical Engineering Dep. -m. Date 31 9 12012

ffiknw
Note:Answer only five question, all question 20 marks

Q1/The combined action of the three forces
on the base at O may be obtained by
ostablishing their resultant through O.
Determine the magnitudes of R and the
accompanying couple M ?

Q2lThe uniform 5 m bar with a mass of 100 kg
is hinged at O and prevented from rotating in
the vertical plane beyond the 30o position by
the fixed roller at A. Calculate the magnitpde
ofthe load supported by the pin at O?

Q3/Calculate the x-and -y components ofthe
force C which member BC exerts on member
ACD. The cables are wrapped securely
around the two pulleys, which are fastened
together?

Q4/ The light bar is used to support the 50 kg
block in its vertical guides , if the coefficient
of static friction is 0.3 at the upper end of the
bar and 0.4 at the lower end of the bar.find the
friction force acting at each end for x=75 mm,
also lrnd the maximum value of-x for which
the bar not slip. take friction angle O=tan'rp. ?

Q5/Determine the moment of inertia of the
shaded area about x-axis?

Q6/The ratio of the lift force L to the drag
force D for the simple airfoil L/D =5 if the lift
force on a short section airfoil is 25N .find the

masnitude of the resultant force
ansle which it makes with the horizontal?

,4b*//,1tt'.,7
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University of Diyala
College of Engineering
Dep. Of Mech. Eng.

Final Exam./2oo Attempt

Class: l't stage
Subject :Tech. English
Year: 20ll - 2012
Time: 2 hrs.

Note:-Answer all the questions

Ql: Your name is waleed raha , compose a message about yourself and send it to
techenglish @yahoo.com , your message should include the following:

l. Date of birth.
2. Date of graduation from secondary school.
3. Department, College and University.
4. Your opinion about the field ofstudy.
5. The topics you studied during the first academic year.

Q2: Correct the form ofthe words in parentheses: (choose Five only)
l. The properties of a material determine (their) use .
2. Lathe is the (important ) machine tool.
3.If you learn how to use a lathe, you (be) able to shape a metal.
4. It is no use (lubricate ) this machine.
5. They (make) a cutting tool of lead at this moment..
6. The student (submit ) the report yet.

Q3: Do as required : ( choose Five onty)
l. A pump makes a lubricant go into the system .( change into plural)
2.Each molecule remains in a stable position. (inserf : in solid , ulrnuy, 

.1

3.Diesel engines, petrol engines, efficient. (use: as... as)
4.Lubrication affects machines . (change into interrogative)
S.This factory produces products obtained from oil. (noun acting as adj.)
6.Ignition offuel exerts a great pressure . It drives the piston down .

(use :such... that)

-
Head of Dept
Dr. Zaid S. Hamoody

s
Lecturer

M.A Areej S. Dawood



University of Diyala
College of Engineering
Dep. Of Mech. Ens.
Final Exanr./2od Attempt

Class: lst stage
Subject ;Tech. English
Yearz 20ll - 2012
Time: 2 hrs.

Note:-Answer all the questions

Q4: Draw a matrix to show what part of speech is each underlined word:
The most common example of a machine element is a gear . rn".oiuiior oi u g"* on ushaft driyes other gears which may p@@-faster or srowir , d"p.ndi.r!-r, th" oiu..t..

and number qf teeth on the basic g"u. . A g"u. , trnaume.riaill, combinatioi of a wheel
ano a tever.

Q5: A-Match the definitions on the right with the words on the reft.l'Geocentric A. a three - footed stand that can be used to support a camera2.Tripod B. go across a limit or boundarv3.minute C. train on one track
4.monor
5.finale

D. having the earth as the center
E. small and unimportant details
F. conclusion of a program

B- Change the following words into nouns. (choose five only)
Transmit, electri$r, decide, measure, maintain, able

Q6: Change the following words into numerals : (choose Five only)

l.The cube root ofnine.
2.Nough point seven three
3.Forty degrees centigrade
4. subtract a fourth from one .

5. six point seven percent.
6. eight times two is sixteen

Head of Dept
Dr. Zaid S. Hamoody

Lecturer
M.A Areej S. Dawood

@lth &art @shat
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University of Diyala
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Class:2"t stage
Subject: Engineering drawing
Year:2012-2013
Time:3 hour

Ql : Draw front view n"nffi (q,, do)
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University of Diyala
College of Engineering
Dep. Mechanics
Final Examination /2'd

Class: 2nd stage
Subject:Dynamics
Ye*z20ll-2012
Time : 3 hours

Ql

A.

B.

Answer A or B

What minimum horizontal velocity z can a boy throw a rock at,,4 as shown in Fig
(l.A) and have it just clear the obstruction at B ?

The particle P moves along the space curve and has a velocity v = 4i - 2j - k ttt/s u
shown in Fig ( I .B). The particle has an acceleration whose magnitude is g
m/s'.Calculat the radius ofcurvature p ofthe path and the rate of accelerationwhich
the magnitude ofvelocity is increasing.

l0o/"

Q2

Block2*gpassesoverthetop8ofthecircularportionort@
as shown in Fig (2).calculate the magnitude N3 of the normal force exerted by the path on
the block. Determine the maximum speed u which the block can have at I withoui losins
contact with the path.

l0"a

Q3

A pendulum consists of tpo J.2 *g concentrated masses positionedis shown in frg 6; on
a light but rigid bar. The pendulum is swinging through the vertical position with a
clockwise angular velocity a= 6 rad/s when a 50 g bullet traveling with velocity v = J00
m/s in the direction shown strikes the lower mass and becomes embedded in it. calculate
the angular velocity ar'which the pendulum has immediately after impact and find the
maximum angular deflection d of the pendulum.

lOV"

Q4

Answer A or B

A. End.,4 of the link has the velocity as shown in Fig (4.A) at the instant depicted. End
B is confined to move in the slot. Calculate the velocity of B and the angular
velocity of.,4B.

B. A container for waste materials is dumed by the hydraulically-activated linkage. If
the pistorr rod starts from rest in the position indicated and has an acceleration of
0.5 n/{ in the direction as shown in Fig (4.B). Calculate the initial angular
acceleration of the contai ner.

l00a

Qs

The 2kg plunger is released from rest in the position as shown in Fig (5). The spring of
stiffness * = 500 N/m has been compressed to one-half its uncompressed lenglh of 200
mm. Calculate the maximum height l above the starting position reached by the plunger.

l00a

Q6

End,4 of the uniform 5*g bar is pinned freely to the collar which has acceteratio"i =4nt7
along the fixed horizontal shaft as shown in Fig (6). If the bar has a clockwise angular
velocity ar = 2 rad/s as it swings past the vertical. Determine the components ofthe force
on the bar at,4 for this instant.

l0%o

S
Head of Mechanical Dep iafed Lecturer

Dr. Zaid.S.ft 41q,[ C [r Ci;

Good Luck
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Note:-Answer Five questions only, 20 mark for each question

:r.r1 i i

i * ' i e vertical cvlinder of diameter 180 mm rotates concentrically inside another i

i i cylinAer of iiameter 181.2 mm. Both the cylinders are 300 mm high. The space i

i i Uetween the cylinders is filled with a liquid whose viscosity is unknown. Determine i

i 1 ttre viscosity of the fluid if a torque of 20Nm is required to rotate the inner rylinder i

Ir : 4! 1?Q f'P,m' '--' '----------'iI .,tt :

I 
*- 

I !" ttt" tte. 1 !.rtC the eqq.Cq leSqilc .4!A.eIr{ B..,...,., .... I

Q3. :

I -" i A 6m x 2m rectangular gate is hinged at the base and is inclined at on angle of 60o ;

i i with the horizontal. The upper end of the gate is kept in position by a weight of i

i i OOttt acting at angle of 90o as shown in Fig. 2. Neglecting the weight of the gate, i

i : iir',q.h" leyel qfwale,{ ryb-et.ttre-Ce! .b-g,eiry tc t?ll, i

,Q4, i

i - ' i A cube 50 cm side is inserted in a two-layer fluid with specific gravity 1.2 and 0.9. ;

i i fft. upper and lower halves of the cube are composed of materials with specific i

i i gravity 0.6 and 1.4 respectively. What is the distance of the top of cube above i

ii ; ilte{a.-c.s?.qee li& 9. ..... ...,.....:
,Q5, , '

i 
*" 

ifig.4 shows a pipes network in which Q and hlrefer to Discharges and pressure i

i i drops respectively. By sticking to the values given in the Fig. 5 Find the unknown i

i i values and give these computed values at their respective places on a neat sketch of i

i I ,n" pip99 rrsq{c* qlgtc.lviltr qgw 4ites!ig"s, i

io6i_, 1t\^._ ^-)4 :

1 r lne warer levels in the two reservoirs A and B are 104.5m and 100m respectively i

1 labove the datum. A pipe joins each to a common point D , where pressure is 
1

i i Sg.ftN /m2 gauge and height is 83.5m above datum. Another pipe connects D to i

i i another tank C . what will be the height of water level in C assuming the same value i

i i of 't for all pipes. Take friction co-efficient = 0.0075 .the diameters of the pipes AD ,, i

I i DB and CD are 300mm , 450mm, 600mm respectively and their lengths are 240m i

1 1270m 300m respectivelv, see Fie. 5 i
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Note:-Answer five questions only

Q1

The coupling shown in the figure (l) is constructed from steel ofrectangular cross sedion J
and is designed to transmit a tensile force of 50 kN . Ifthe bolt is of l5 mm diamete.. 

I

calculate the shear stress in the bolt, the direct stress in ttre uott una itre Ji."" ri."rr'i",t" | 2oo/'
forked end ofthe coupling. I

; a load P is supported by two steel springs arranged in series .The upper spring has 20

turns of 20-mm - diameter wire on a mean diameter of 150 mm .The lower spring consists

of 15 turns of 10-mm -diameter wire on a mean diameter of 130 mm, Determine the

maximum shearing stress in each spring if the total deflection is 80 mm and G=83 GN/dQ2

Q3

A thin cylinder 75 mm internal diameter 250 mm long with walls 2.5 mm thick is
subjected to an internal pressure of MN/m2 .Determine the change in intemal diameter
and change in length . If in addition to the intemal pressure ,the cylinder is subjected
to a torque of 200 Nm , find the magnitude and nature of the principal stresses set up
in the cylinder . E=200 GN/m' .y' =0.3. as shown in figure2

20%

Q4

Determine the dimensions of a hollow shaft with a diameter ratio of 3:4 which is to
transmit 60 kW at 200 rev/min . The maximum shear stress in the shaft is limited
to 70 MN/m2 and the angle of to 3.8oin a length of 4m .For the shaft material
G=80 GN/m2.

20%

Q5

A a beam ABC is 9m long and supported at B and C 6m apart as shown in Figure (3).
The beam canies a triangular distribution of load over the portion BC together with an
applied counterclockwise couple of moment 80 KNM at B and a u. d. I . of l0 KN/m
over AB, as shown . Draw the S.F. and B.M. diagrams for the beam .

20Yo

Q6

A l6-mm plate is lapped over and secured , by transverse fillet welds on the inside and
outside to from a penstock I .5 m in diameter .Determine the safe intemal pressure

,assuming allowable stresses ofti =160 MN/m2for the plate andf=I20 MN/m2 through
the throats of the welds . Use the maximum size of welds permitted .

20%
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A. Derive an expression
terms of minimum and maximum cycle temperature and pressure ratio anddraw the cycle on (T-s) and (p-v) iiagramr. Dir"u* thl effect of eactr
parameter on the work ratio.

B' Prove that the isentropic work of a pump in steam power plant is
_ _expregsg4 in. terms of saturated water specific volume and p.errur" .i*e.A I m'rigid tank nur utr u

piston.cylinder. The piston of area 0.1 m2 requires 250 kpa below iito float. The
valve is opened and the piston moves slowly 2 m up and the valve is closed. During
the process air temperature remains at 300 Ii. whatls the final pressure in the tantz
Find the missing properties (T, p, v, tq h,s and x if applicable; *A giu- tfr" pt ur. of
the substance

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

HzO u: 1000 kJ/ kg, P = 5000 kpa
NH3 T:65'C, p= 600 kpa
R-l34aT=40oC, h=400kJ/ke
N2 T=100K, x=0.75
R-22 T= -25'C, p = 100 kp

A rigid tank is divided tnro ,*o
shown in Figure (l). Room A is at 200 kpa, v = 0.5 m3/kg, VA = f .j, unJ-roo,n e
contains 3.5 kg at 0.5 Mpa, 400"c. The membrane now ruptures and heat transfer
takes place so th€.water comes to a uniform state at 100.c. Find the heat transfbr

Consider the system rno* tn
'contains saturated vapor R-134a at 30oc. when the valve is cracked open, R-134a
flows_ slowly into cylinder B. The piston mass requires a pressure or zo6 kPu u
cylinder B to raise the piston. The process ends when the pressure in tank A has

}tt.l i*99 kPa- During this process heat is exchanged wittr the ruoou.rJrng, ,u"i,
that the R-134a always remains at 30oc. calculate the heat hansfer for the
Consider an ideal steam reheat 

"ycle3.0 MPa, 400oc, and then expands to 0.g Mpa. It is then ,"h.ut"d to 400.c and
expands to 10 kPa in the low-pressure turbine. calculate the cycle thermal
efficiency and the moisture content of the steam leaving the low-pressure turbine.

20%

Head of Dep.: Lecturer:

Name: x"m"'. ijft Ad.. Aa.scl. Att \ki t^





Q5

use Taylor sen'es method with (h=0.1) to find (y= 0.1) to the equation

y'+3xy'-6y =0
lf you given the basic conditions: -

y(0) = l,y'(O)=0.1, andusetheterms at(x5).

20o/o

Q6

solve the following differential equation by using Runge-Kutta method

s-
?=x +y, and the basic condiotions are y(0):1, x:0, h-0.1
CN

20To

Good Luck
- \'-

Head of Dep.: ..........a....

Name: Zaid Salim Hamoody Name: Omar Ahmed Raheem
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Note:-Answer five questions only

Q1

by using Newton Raphson method, find the positive roots for equation:-

-/ \ Jr

J \x ) - stn\x )--
z.

Note: - put your scientific calculator on Rad system.

20o/o

Q2

Simpson's and Trapezoidal rules to find the integrals below, tor n = 4
8

J
n

dx
20o/o

Q3

From the table shown below, find the equation of interpolation by using Lagrange
method, then find the value of f(x) when x= 2 .

20%

Q4

Guess the equation of velocity to the moving rocket according to the table shown
below, by using Leasf-Sguares fitting fot quadratic " parabola" degree, then
find the velocity at time (t) = 17 second (s).

20%

30

7rl0V(m/s)

Noter complete your solution by using Gauss Elimination

18
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Note:-Answer Five question only

(
\. Goodluck

-...\.,\
Head of Dep.:

QI

Using Exact Equation, Solve:

2xydx + (xr + Cosy) dy = l)
200h

Q2

Find the general solution of:
Y(61 -x-l)dx+2rdY=l)

Using the standard fom of the Bernoulli equation
2lo/o

Q3

:. Solve

{-4|y=ter+cos2x
2oolo

Q4

Find the fourier series representation of

F(x) = 12 0<x<2n
F(r)=P1t*"t,

200h

Q5

A solid es shown in fig. is maintained at zero temp. in the vertical direction. The
bottom is heated. Discuss the steady state temp. distribution in the solid.
The equation to be solved is two-dimensional Laplace equation.

Ozu o2l
att + a"r=u

U = u(x.y).

2oo/o

Q6

Solve bv laolace Transform
{'+q=cos2t' g|ven lo='2

y'^=t
zto/o

xr 
"rDr'..MHaher
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Note:-Answer onlY five questions

Q1

Q2 What are the losses in blade cascade of compressor and turbine ? (8M)

B Wtrat are the function ofthe diffr.rser that are installed at the end of the last stage ofan axial

flow compressor? (2M)

C How can be classifu the hydraulic turbine ? (10M)

Q3 Compare between centrifugal compressor and axial flow compressor ?(20M)

Q4 @ water from a deep well under a total head of
208 m,the pumps are identical and run at 1000 rpm. The specific speed ofeach pump is given

as 20 while the rated capacity of each pumps is 150 L/s? (8M)

B .tn ae.ofoil haui.rg u ch-d lengJh of 2.25 m and span of 13.5 m moves at a velocity of 125

m/s through standard atmosphere at an elevation of 2500m. Calculate the lift and drag forces

,and power required to drive the aerofoil. Take Ct=6.465 and Co:0.022, density of air :l'25
kg/m'? (121\/I)

Q5 under a net head of400 m. The

blade angie ai outlet is l5oand the reduction in relative velocity while passing over the blade

is 5%. Ifthe overall efficiency ofthe wheel is 80%. C":0'98 and speed ratio =0.46. find(l)
total flow (2)the diameter of the jet (3) the force exerted by a single jet on the buckets in the

tangential direction?(20M)

Q6 @sorbs 4500W when delivering 20kls of air from

stagnation condition of I bar and 288 K. Ifpolytropic efficiency ofcompression is 0.9 and if
t11e stage stagnation pressure ratio is constant. Calculate ( l)pressure at compressor outlet(2)the

numbei of stage. takl the temperature rise in the first stage as 20oC? (l0M)

B Complete the sentences ?(10M)
1. The blade camber angle in compressor cascade is ......'.....(2M)
2. Axial flow compressor is ............(2M)
3. Priming of centrifugal pump is ............(3M)
4. The breaking iet in pelton turbine is '...'.''...'(3M)

l/,* &ctz,t*+ z{a,A.a/ a/4ury
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Q1

Q2

Q3
I

H=2n

-L

Q4

Q5
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consider steady two-dimensionar heat transfer in a long sorid bar whose cross sectionis gjven in the fig (1). The measured temperatures ai selected points of fte outeisurfaces are as shown. The thermal conductivity of the body is'F2OWm..C, andthere is no heat generation. using the finite diffeience method with a mesh size ofax
= Ay = 1.0 cm, determine the temperatures at the indicated points in the medium.

Derive an expression for steady state temperature distribution in a rong cyrinder have

:j,",:::1j:l:::l::i9^"::i,"1ty. lrl and.outer radiu.s.(r) ir heat is geneia;J- 
-_ -

uniformly_ at a rate of ('q wm3) per unit volume within the cylinder. consider the
outer surface temperature is constant at (T-).

A furnace is ofcylindrical shape as shown in fig.(2), with R= H=2 m. The base, top,and side surfaces of the furnace are a[ brack and are maintained at uniformtemperatures of 227, 427, and 927 oC, respectively. Determine the net rate ofradiation heat transfer to or from the top surface during steady operation.

-condensing 
sterm at 150 oc is used on the inside of a bank of tubes to heat a cross-flow stream of CO2 which enters at 3 atm, and 35 oC, and 5 m/s. The tube bank

consists of 100 tubes of 1.25 cm OD in a square (l0xlOj in line array with & = S" =1.875 cm. The tubes are 60 cm rong. Assuming tiie outsioe ture wati ,",np#,".J i,constant at 150 oC, calculate the overall heat transfer to the COz and its exittemperature. For COz at 925oC: p=4.404 kglm3, CpJgl J/kg..C; p=n.i"7ii
kglm.s, l=0.02I8 Wm.oC, While at35oC: o=5.2t6 kql/m'.
A: Hot exhaust gases are 

"
Igll_""1y:l:1 IC.*:!"lj k{/fs.oct from_35oc ro 85oc. rh" g;J-t4=i;;
kJ/kg'ocl eJter at 200oc and leaves at 93oc. The overall heat-transfer coefftcient
is 180 W/m2.oC. Calculate the area of the heat exchanger.

B: Explain briefly (with ligures) the types of heat

ture at the.center and at a radius of 6.4 mm after a time of 4 minutes.

A f-used-quartz sphere has a tnerm
and thermal conductivity r.52 wm'oc. The sfhere is initialy at a uniform
temperature of25 oc and is suddenry subjected to a convection environment at 200oc. The convection heat-transfer coefficient is l r0 wm2.oc. carcurate the

Good Luck

Name: Zaid S. Hammoudi Name: Ali Z. Asker
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p1= 100 kPa

Mr=J

&t*ff

py = 100 kPr

Mr *J

ot =00

ol =0{

n" = llo
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Q1

A.

B.

proves that for compressible fluid, an increase in @
u.ith a decrease in pressure and vice versa.

Show that propagation of pressure wave in compressible fluid is directly
proportion with gas temperature and inversely with gas molecular

20%

Q2

A needle nose projectile haveling at a speed of M =3 passes 200m above an
observer. Find the projectiles velocity and determine how far beyond the observer
the projectile will first be heard.

20%

Q3
A uniform supersonic flow of a perfect gas with "t: 1.4, Mach number 3.0 and an
upstream static pressure of lOOkPa flows over a geometry as shown in figure (l).
Determine the downstreamglqlga1gqqq1g for both profiles

2oo/o

Q4

consider the subsonic-supersonic flow through a convergent-divergent rrozzle. The
reservoir pressure and temperature arc 10 atm and 300 ft, respectively. There are two
locations in the nozzle where A/4.:6 one in the convergent section and the other in
the divergent section. At each location, calculate M,P,T and V.

20%

Q5

Consider the flow of air through a pipe of inside diameter : 0. 15 m and length = 3O
m . The inlet flow conditions are Mr: Q3, pr : I atm and T:273 K. Assuming/=
const = 0.005, calculate the flow conditions at the exit, M2,p2,T2,and po2

20%

20o/o t

Q6

Air enters a constant duct at M1 = 3, pr :l atm, and Tr=300 K. i"side th" ductJh"
heat added per unit mass is q = 3* 105 J/kg . Calculate the flow properties M2,p2,T2,
€2, T o2 , and Pq2 at the exit of the duct.

Head of Dep.:

Name: .,.......,

Lecturer:
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(-Jl . 
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-'{l.till cjul+rll ,S:.s-r.Jl el. ^ll .s\l \r.c 4.1- till il$ll S-:6(}
Time(day) No. start happen

and end happen
happen
name

20 (1-6) A

25 (6-2') B
30 (6-3) C
16 (4-e) D
50 (8-10) E
22 (3-8) F

/7 @T) G
l5 (5-6) H
7 (7-6) I
o (3-4) J

LJ (8-9) K
40 (e-11) L

- 3 
r-r. d!.c!l

'd' 
j-,*'ii jri+!ra!^i j)rri!1 ji'ffii$S,tT",i?f*1 j#.;-:",ff J1:l

Good Luck

Name: ./._.;;f.. S.,. f{..,,^ ^o nol r,
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Head of Dep,:'-

Name: zaid salim
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Lecturer: 9A-Ai)' ll

Good Luck

Name: saad theeyab .
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t

Class:four.. stage
Subject: theory of vibratirr
Yep,r:.2012-2011
Time:3 hour

,

Note: -Answer five questions only

A cylinder of weight w and radius r rolls without slipping on a
cylindrical surf,ace of radius R, as shown in fig(l) Determine its
differential equation of motion for small oscillations about the lowest
point for no slipping we have rr[ = f,y.

A machine of l00kg mass is supported on springs of total stiffness
700kN/m and has an unbalanced rotating element, which results in a
disturbing force of 350 N at a speed of 3000rpm. Assuming a damping
factor of ({.20, determine ( a ) its amplitude of motion due to the

and ( c ) the transmitted force.

Using Lagrangers method , set up the equations of motion for the

Determine the kinetic enerSi of the system shown in the tig(3) in terms
of x' , Determine the stiffness at mo and write the expression for the
natural frequency.

An airfoil section to be tested in a wind tunnel is supported by a linear
spring k and a torsion spring K as shown in fig(4) . If the center of
gravity of the section is a distance e ahead of the point of support,
determine the differential equations of motion of the
Write down the equation of motion and hence develop the frequency
equation for the following system as shown in tig(S). Assume small
displacement.



A- What is.an aluminum attoyZ FIo
aluminumalloys and its industrial applications.

B- Classify the tool steel and stainless steel? Give the chemical composition& industrial
applications for each type.

A- Define the creep, creep faitu
show what are the major factors that affect the creep strength ofa meta ic materials?

B- The following creep data were obtained for a titanium a oy at 60 Mpa and 700c.. prot
the creep strain versus time (hours) and determine the steudy-stut" cieep rate for these

test conditions.

Strian (mm/mm) Time (hour)
20 x10- I
40 x10-' 2
60 x102
70x1O-'z 4
80x10?
100x102 6

Q6 20%

Good Luck

Head of Mech. Eng, Dept. \

Name:Dr. ziad S. frl4q6a i\C,I. Assist. Prof. Dr. Eng. Adel K. M



Univenity of Diyala
College of Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
Final Exam/ SecondAttempt

ulass: 4'- stage
Subject:- Engineering Materials
Year:2011-2012
Time:3 hour

Note:-Answer Five Questions Only
*Show All Your Work, Sketches, Be Neat& Organized*

Q1

A- List the mechanical properties. Define each property and write the mathematical
expression for it. Also show, what are the factors affecting mechanical properties ofthe
metals?

B- Tool steel specimen of25mm diameter and 65mm guage length was tested in a standard
test. Following observations were made during the test:-

Yield Inad:80x103N
Fracture Load = 60.5xlfN

Maximum Load :90.5x103N
Gauge Length of Fracture : 85.5mm

Determine: l. Yield point stress,2. Ultimate tensile strength 3. percentage of Elongation,
4. Modulus ofElasticity, 5. Modulus ofresilience, 6. Fracture Stress,

7. Percentage ofreduction in arge and 8. Modulus oftoughness.

2oo/o

Q2

A- Describe four methods ofaltering the environment to prevent or reduce corrosion and
two methods by which cathodic protection can be used to protect a steel pipe from
conoding.

B- The wall ofa low carbon tank containing aerated water is corroding at a rate of 100
mdd. How long will it take for the wall thickness to decrease by 0.25mm? If you know
the density of Steel (7.87 g/cmr).

20%

Q3

A- Classify Five only from the following Non-Fenous Metals? Give its chemical
composition and industrial applications.

l. Cu-Alloys, 3. Pb-Alloys, 4. Tin-Alloys,
5. Zn-Alloys, 6. Ni-Alloys, 7. Mg-Alloys,

B- what are nanomaterials, ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials? Describe the use of
such materials in an industrials applications and discuss ferroelectric and piezoelectric
behavior with examples. And where are these materials used?

20%

Q4

A- What are Non-Destructive testing. List the methods of NDT? Giveoverview of each
method, some uses and its common applications.

B- Classify the following:-
l. Ceramic and advanced ceramic materials,2. Composite and advanced composite
materials.3. Thermoplastics materials, 4. Thermosetting plastics materials, 5. Liquid
crystal polymers.Give their compositigns, characteristics and engineering applications

20%



Attached Fisures

Q1

Figure (1)

Q2

Figure(2)



Note:-Answer five questions only

Lecturer: 4

University of Diyala
College of Engineering
Mechanical department
Final Exarn/2no Attempt

Class: 4'stage
Subject: Control and Measurements
Year: 2011-2012
Time: 3 hour

Q1

Reduce the block diagram shown in Fig.(l) , and find the overall transfer
function for this system.

2OYo

\JZ

For the hydraulic arnplifier shown in Fig.(2) , determine the block diagram for
the walking beam linkage and also the block diagrams relating e to y and.y to
w.Combine these diagrams to determine the overall block diagram
reDresentation for this svstem.

2Oo/o

Q3

The differential equation of operation for a system is shown below, Determine
the response when all the initial conditions are zero, and the input
function/(t) = 41 .

(D2 +3D +2)y(t) - f (t)
20%

Q4

A system have the following characteristics , sketch the root locus plot and
determine:
l-The gain K for stability. 2-The gun K when the damping ratio is { = Q.5 .

G(S)- H(.r)=1s(.r+4)(s+6)

20o/o

Q5

A system has an open loop transfer frnction giveir bellow, draw the polar
plot and check the stability of this system .

5
G(s) - s(s+1x.r+2)

20o/o

Q6

l.' Sketch the bourdon gage,state the functional elements of this instrument .

B.' Define the passive and the active transducers. 20%

Name: Zaid S.Hammoudi

Good Luck

Name: Mohammed Ismael



Attached Figures and Notes
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Q1

Determine if a titanium ball of diameter 2 cm which is in contact with marble flat
surface can safely withstand normal load of 3000 N. Given,
Sv= 770 MPa (titanium), vr = 0.33 (titanium), Er = 105 GPa (titanium)
vz = 0.3 (granite), Ez = 70 GPa (granite)

10
Marks

Q2

What is the allowable compressive load for a 25 mm x 50 mm bar that is 0.5 m
long for a factor of safety of 4? The yield point of the material is 275 MN/m2. C=1.

E" 2oo GPa
10

Marks

Q3

A steel rod is subjected to a reversed axial load of 180 kN. Find the diameter of
the rod for a factor of safety of 2. Neglect column action. The material has an
ultimate tensile strength of 1070 MPa and yield strength of 910 MPa. The
endurance limit in reversed bending may be assumed to be one-half of the
ultimate tensile strength. Other correction factors may be taken as follows:
For axial loading = 0.7; For machined surface = 0.8 ; For size = 0.85 ; For stress
concentration = 1 .0.

'10

Marks

Q4

When a coil spring with a spring scale of18 kN/m is compressed 30 mm, the coils
are closed. The allowable shear stress is 345 MN/m2, the spring index C=8, the
ends are squared and grounded, and G=83 GN/m2. Calculate the required wire
diameter d, the required coil diameter D, and the closed length of the spring.

10
Marks

Q5

A 75 mm diameter full journal bearing supports a radial load of 3500 N. The
bearing is 75 mm long and the shaft operates at 400 rev/min- Assume a
permissible minimum film thickness of 0.02 m and a diameteral clearance of 0.106
mm. Determine (a) the viscosity of a suitable oil, (b) the coefficient of friction, (c)

the amount of oil Q pumped through the bearing.

10
Marks

Q6

A) For the problem shown in Fig. Q6 a, the permissible shear stress is 140 MPa.
Find the load F that would cause such stress.
B) For the problem shown in Fig. Q6 b, the plate subjected to the load is made of
1020 steel of 6 mm thickness, and welded with E70xx electrode. Estimate the
maximum load F that can be applied.

10
Marks

Q7

Estimate a suitable face width for a 20" 2O-tooth cast-iron spur pinion having a

module of 4 mm drives a 32-tooth cast-iron gear. The pinion speed is 1000
rev/min, and 10 kW of power is transmitted. The contact stress should not exceed
620 MPa. Find also the resulting bending stress

10
Marks

Good Luck
Head of Dep.: ........,-...4...

Name: Zaid S. Hammoudi

University of Diyala
College of Engineering
Dep. of Mech. Eng.
Final Exam/2nd Attempt

Class:4th stage
Subject: Mech. Design
Year:2012-2013 '
Time:3.5 hours

Note:-Answer six questions only

Lecturer:....., -'. ;......,
Name: Zaid S. Hammoudi
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College of Engineering
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Note:-altempl Ten questions only

Good Luck
\,

Head of Dep.: ..........--...a. L""tur"r,... is: i.-"....P

Name:.....................

Q1
. ^a- z)n

S€fles Z-----------i
3n n-Find the radius and interval of conversence of the

10%

uz usine series to find
^3x "ll[l'-n ---:- /-- - slnx

10%

solve the differential equation ?,4t : x3!s (Bemoulli equation) 10%

Q4
find the value of I] I) rr' dydx Byreversedthe order ofthe integral? 10o/o

r16 solve the differential equation: ,-3Y = e3x -12x 10o/o

Q6
Evaluate the line integral frrydy - y2 dx Using green's theorem where c is

the square cut from first quadrant by the lines X=l and 51
10%

Find the equation of the plane having the points 4(2,3,5),8(7,2,1)and C
(1,1,1) ?

10%

Q8
Find the directional derivative of the function f (x,y) : Ln f x2 I y2 atPo
(3,4) In the direction of the vector A =i + i

10o/o

Q9
Evaluate [l 

^ 
*' al on the region R in the fi rst quadrant by xy:l 6 and x=8,

Y=0. v:x .

10%

Q10 use Cauchy's integral formula to evaluate the integral , $,r=rffi dz 10o/o

Q11
show that u(x,y)= x' - yt is harmonic function and the find a corresponding
Function V(x,y) such that f(z):uait is analytic .

1OYo

Q12 use series to evaluate I:+ d. 1jYo

Name: .Zrr-1.1.....5...(.,"lrr" o..-rf ,


